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Research into the utility of digital imagery in conducting remote forensic
analyses, or analyses of remains occurring outside of the laboratory, is necessary for the
progression of forensic anthropology as new technologies arise. This research assesses
the utility of 2D photographs and 3D scans in the assessment of the stage of fusion of the
medial clavicular epiphysis. In this study, six participants analyzed 44 physical clavicles,
photographs, and 3D scans to determine if stage of fusion can be reliably assessed using
digital imagery. The participants either had extensive anthropological experience or no
experience, which allows for assessment regarding how experience level can affect the
use of digital imagery. The relative reliability of scores produced using photographs and
3D scans is also assessed. This study uses the five-phase method of scoring, as proposed
by McKern and Stewart (1957), and also includes an analysis of the way that collapsing
this method into the three-phase method of scoring, as proposed by Langley-Shirley and
Jantz (2010), affects scoring when using different modalities. Interpretations were made
by assessing absolute difference, differences greater than one phase, and weighted kappa
analysis. Also, single scorer reliability using all modalities is assessed using intraclass
correlation. The results indicate that experienced observers produced the most reliable
scores of the medial clavicle. The three-phase method of scoring as proposed by Langley-

Shirley and Jantz (2010) was found to be less subjective and more reliable than the fivephase method of scoring. Photographs were found to produce more reliable scores than
3D scans.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The broad goal of the forensic anthropologist is to assist law enforcement in the
identification of unknown human skeletal remains. This task is partially completed
through the development of a biological profile consisting of biological sex and ancestry
assessments, as well as age and stature estimations (Dirkmaat, 2012). While there is
extensive research into the methods of forensic analysis, there is a necessity for research
into the accuracy, reliability, and validity of these methods. This includes the
development of quantifiable measurements of the reliability and accuracy of forensic
techniques, as well as the development of automated techniques that are capable of
strengthening current forensic technology (National Research Council, 2009, p. 190).
This study assesses the reliability of the use of digital technology, specifically
photography and 3D scanning, in assessing the biological profile from human skeletal
remains.
Research for this study was conducted at the Defense POW/MIA Accounting
Agency (DPAA) Laboratory at Offutt AFB, Nebraska. According to the DPAA website
(accessed 2019), the mission of the DPAA is to provide the fullest-possible accounting of
missing U.S. personnel (i.e., “Unknowns”) to their families and the nation. The DPAA
works to identify the remains of missing U.S. service members from all past conflicts.
This involves the collaborative effort of historians, archaeologists, anthropologists, DNA
specialists, odontologists, and many teams of supporting staff members in DPAA
laboratories in Hawai’i, Nebraska, and Ohio. One of the ongoing projects in the DPAA
Scientific Analysis Directorate is the USS Oklahoma Identification Project, which began
in June of 2015. This project aims to identify the remains of the almost 400 U.S. Sailors
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and Marines who died on the USS Oklahoma battleship on December 7, 1941 during the
Imperial Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor (Brown, 2019). Remains from this assemblage
were utilized in this study.
Archiving high resolution imagery for subsequent study or identification is an
extremely important rationale for understanding biases and validity of using photography
and 3D scanning for forensic research (Sitchon & Hoppa, 2005). Pertinent to the DPAA
and other laboratories, photographs or 3D scans of skeletal elements with relevance to
assessing an individual’s biological profile allow the preservation of data after a case is
complete and the remains are released back to family custody. These digital data then can
be used for future research projects, such as those regarding age estimation. Thus, it is
necessary to determine if photographs and 3D scans can be reliably used for macroscopic
assessment of skeletal remains to estimate age when the physical remains are not
available. This is particularly important in the development of age estimation methods
from 2D and 3D datasets of skeletal elements, as these methods are used in forensic
casework, and all forensic methods must be thoroughly tested and examined to meet
Daubert standards (Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 1993).
Additionally, digital technology is useful in conducting remote analyses of
forensic material. Death investigation personnel and law enforcement officers frequently
send high resolution digital images of possible osseous material to a forensic
anthropologist for preliminarily assessment (Dupras, Schultz, Wheeler, & Williams,
2011). If the osseous material is determined to be human, the forensic anthropologist may
be able to provide additional information based on these digital images that could help
begin the narrowing down of possible missing persons lists prior to a formal osteological
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analysis in the laboratory. In addition, the DPAA utilizes outside partnerships with
private and university excavation teams to recover remains from sites around the world
and the use of photographs or 3D scans would be useful in conducting remote forensic
field reviews of the remains as they are excavated. If adequate photographs and 3D scans
are sent back to the laboratory, this could enable DPAA forensic anthropologists to make
remote determinations between human and nonhuman osseous materials to limit the
amount of nonprobative materials sent back to the laboratory. Preliminary assessments of
the biological profile could also be made, allowing laboratory staff to begin to narrow
down the list of the possible identities of the remains before they are accessioned into the
laboratory. Although digital images are already being used in forensic, albeit preliminary,
casework, there are endless possibilities in the ways that digital imagery may be further
utilized to expedite the process of identifying remains, starting as early as the field.
Research concerning the reliability of assessing remains through digital imagery is
crucial if it is to be utilized in forensic casework.
Sitchon and Hoppa (2005) assessed whether or not digital images could be used in
estimating age from the pubic symphysis and found that it is possible to use digital
images for age estimation, but that these estimations should be approached with caution
due to difficulty in differentiating between developmental and degenerative changes in
bone from photographs and a possible increase in observer experience through successive
scoring trials. Further, studies have been conducted regarding the applicability and
reliability of estimating sex and age from 3D imagery of the pelvis, but these studies
involve the constructions of 3D renderings from computed tomography (CT) scans rather
than the use of a 3D scanner to capture the element in question (Decker, Davy-Jow, Ford,
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& Hilbelink, 2011; Djorojevic, Roldán, García-Parra, Alemán, & Botella, 2014; Stull,
Tise, Ali, & Fowler, 2014; Wink, 2014). This study will contribute to previous research
by assessing the utility of a skeletal element other than the os coxae for age estimation via
digital rendering and by comparing the use of photographs and 3D renderings for age
estimation.
The medial clavicle is an important element to consider when determining
skeletal age due to its heightened level of detail and delayed union (McKern & Stewart,
1957; Stevenson, 1924). The medial clavicle is the last epiphysis to fuse, allowing for a
precise estimate of age after the fusion of all other epiphyses (Langley-Shirley & Jantz,
2010). Thus, it is particularly useful in estimating age from teenage and young adult
remains, as well as from living individuals without proper documentation, as the
formation of the medial epiphysis begins during puberty and progresses until around
30 years of age (Scheuer & Black, 2004; Schmeling et al., 2004). The medial clavicle is a
useful and widely researched element in estimating age from the human skeleton, as
evidenced by the large amount of diverse research that has been conducted on it. Thus,
the estimation of age from the fusion of the medial clavicular epiphysis using digital
imagery was chosen to be explored in this study.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the reliability of age estimation using
photographs and 3D scans of the medial clavicle. To do this, this study evaluated whether
or not an assessment of the developmental stage of the medial clavicle can be replicated
consistently among macroscopic analysis of the physical skeletal element, a photograph,
and 3D scan of the same element. The age estimation method used was the five-phase
scoring method developed by McKern and Stewart (1957) because it is detailed and the
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phases can be easily collapsed and thus compared with other scoring methods such as
Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010). The McKern and Stewart (1957) method is also
pertinent to this research because it is based on a sample of identified Korean War service
members, and is used regularly at the DPAA laboratory. It is important to emphasize that
this study did not assess the accuracy of the age estimation methods, but instead
addressed the replicability of scoring an element using digital imagery in the place of the
physical element. The experience level of participants was also taken into account by
determining if the ability to reliably determine developmental phase from digital imagery
of the medial clavicle was dependent on observer experience; observations by
participants with differing levels of osteological experience were thus compared. The
hypotheses for this study were as follows:
•

when adequate photographs and 3D scans are taken, scoring of fusion status
of the medial clavicle using both digital modalities will be consistent among
all observers;

•

the determination of fusion status using 3D scans will be more reliable than
photographs, as the 3D scans will provide a more detailed rendering of the
skeletal element and allow manipulation of the 3D image for a more realistic
assessment;

•

participants with more osteological experience will be more consistent in
assessing the phase of the medial clavicle using either digital modality;

•

the three-phase method of scoring will be more reliable than the five-phase
method of scoring because it is less subjective.
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This study began with the exploration of the reliability of scoring clavicles using
each modality. The author scored physical clavicles, photographs, and 3D scans three
times each for eight clavicles total, with one week between each trial. Then, the relative
reliability of each modality was explored. Six participants, three experienced in
osteological analysis techniques and three who were inexperienced, assessed 44 physical
clavicles, photographs, and 3D scans. The six participants scored the 44 clavicles through
three trials, assessing each modality separately with one week between trials. All
participants were asked to score the clavicles using the five-phase method of scoring as
proposed by McKern and Stewart (1957). Only the phase of fusion as outlined in McKern
and Stewart (1957) was considered, without attention to associated estimated age ranges.
Analysis of the observations included collapsing McKern and Stewart’s (1957) fivephase system into the three-phase system proposed by Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010)
for a comparison of the reliability of the two phasing systems when applied to different
modalities.
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Chapter 2: Review of Current Literature
Currently, there are methods in estimating age from the medial clavicular
epiphysis using direct observation, histology, radiography, CT scanning, and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Each of these methods involves different characteristics of the
phase of fusion, ascribing the appearance of the medial clavicle as it progresses from
completely unfused to completely fused into different stages. While each method has its
advantages, it is apparent that some methods produce more reliable results in application
to forensic casework.

The Clavicle
The clavicle is a skeletal element within the shoulder girdle which serves as a
“strut” for the shoulder. The bone acts as a platform for arm movement, providing
support for the humerus and serving as a site for the attachment of muscles. It is a tubeshaped long bone with a general S-shape and with articulation points at both the medial
and lateral ends. The medial, or sternal, end articulates with the clavicular notch of the
manubrium via the articular surface on the medial surface of the bone that includes a
small facet on the inferior surface that articulates with the costal cartilage of the first rib.
The lateral end, also called the acromial end, articulates with the scapula at the acromial
process at the acromial facet of the clavicle. In its cross-section, the clavicle is oval to
circular in shape, while the medial end is flared and rounded, and the lateral end flattens
superioinferiorly (White, Black, & Folkens, 2012).
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Development of the Clavicle
The clavicular shaft stems from two primary centers of ossification, supporting
the complex developmental origin of the element. The medial half of the diaphysis is
developed within cartilage, mirroring the endochondral development of long bones and
giving rise to the tubular shaft and medial epiphysis of the bone, while the lateral half of
the diaphysis develops intramembranously, similarly to cranial vault bones and giving
rise to the flattened appearance and the variability in the presence or absence of a lateral
epiphysis of the element (White et al., 2012).
The clavicle is the first element to ossify in utero at around five weeks gestation,
with a bony bridge forming between the medial and lateral primary ossification centers,
shortly after ossification begins. The two portions of the element are united by the
seventh prenatal week, bringing about the S-shaped appearance of the element at around
weeks seven or eight of gestation. The clavicle continues to grow in utero at about 1 mm
per week as observed via ultrasound and direct observation of developing fetuses, with
80% of the total length of the element resulting from growth at the medial end. Because
the clavicle reaches adult morphology so early in development at eleven weeks of
gestation, the element is not greatly impacted by postnatal stress. At gestational maturity,
the clavicle measures between 40 mm and 41 mm and does not enter another phase of
rapid growth until ages five to seven years. Following this, the next rapid phase of growth
occurs around puberty, which coincides with the beginning of the ossification of the
medial epiphysis in the epiphyseal cartilage at as early as eleven years of age in females
and twelve years of age in males (Scheuer & Black, 2004).
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The medial articular surface hosts a system of ridges and furrows, consistent with
the increased vascular activity at the growth plate where arteries access the element from
the periosteal vascular network. The epiphyseal flake first appears as a small centralized
nodule within the sternal cartilage mass at the medial end of the clavicle, where it flattens
and spreads over the articular face of the clavicular diaphysis. The flake will usually
ossify separately, though in rare cases the flake may begin by fusing to the center of the
metaphysial surface of the medial clavicle, which begins at roughly ages sixteen to
twenty-one (White et al., 2012). The medial epiphysis develops slowly, and complete
fusion does not occur for at least ten years after union begins, making this epiphysis the
last in the body to fuse at roughly twenty to twenty-five years of age (Scheuer & Black,
2004; White et al., 2012). The development of the lateral epiphysis differs greatly from
the medial epiphysis as it matures quickly, and complete fusion generally occurs within
months of the formation of the epiphysis, around nineteen to twenty years of age.
However, there is disagreement in the literature regarding whether the lateral epiphysis
develops as a separate structure or if the lateral epiphyseal surface of the metaphysis
glazes over as epiphysial bone is laid down directly onto it (Scheuer & Black, 2004).
When epiphyseal fusion occurs late in development, there is generally wide
variation in the specific age when fusion occurs. Some studies report complete fusion of
the medial clavicle as early as twenty-one years, while others suggest complete fusion
does not to occur until thirty years of age (Webb & Suchey, 1985). Regardless of this
variation, the fusion of postcranial epiphyses occurs sequentially and at approximately
known ages. The general trends of epiphyseal fusion include variation in rates of fusion
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between individuals, populations, and by biological sex, as fusion occurs earlier in
females than in males (White et al., 2012).

Age Estimation of the Medial Clavicle Through Direct Observation
Epiphyseal fusion has been studied extensively, with the most notable early
research into the fusion of the medial clavicle being carried out by Stevenson (1924),
where he observed the epiphyseal fusion of ten bones, including that of the medial
clavicle. His sample population of fifty modern American skeletons of individuals aged
between fifteen and twenty-eight years was taken from the Western Reserve skeletal
collection in Cleveland, Ohio, which is now known as the Hamman-Todd Human
Osteological Collection. He was the first to develop a method of scoring the development
of the medial clavicle, and scored the epiphysis using a four-phase system: no union,
beginning union, recent union with evidence of an epiphyseal line, and complete union
without evidence of an epiphyseal line. Stevenson (1924) found beginning union in many
of the twenty-two-year-old individuals he observed and reported complete union in all
twenty-eight-year-old individuals observed in his sample population (Stevenson, 1924).
Another early study regarding the medial clavicle was carried out by Todd and
D’Errico (1928). This study focused on the fusion of both the medial and lateral ends of
the clavicle in humans, non-human primates, and other taxa. Their human clavicle sample
included 166 modern American individuals from the Western Reserve skeletal collection
and the authors employed Stevenson’s four-phase scoring method. Through their
analysis, and similar to Stevenson (1924), the authors found medial clavicular fusion to
begin at twenty-one years of age and found union completion as early as twenty-five
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years of age. Lateral clavicular fusion was found to be completed at twenty years of age.
The authors also took sex and ancestry of each individual into account and found no
significant differences based on these factors (Todd & D’Errico, 1928).
The next notable study regarding the fusion of the medial clavicle that is of
interest to the present study and was carried out by McKern and Stewart in 1957; this
study analyzed fusion throughout the skeletal remains of American soldiers killed during
the Korean War (1950 to 1953). Though informative for age estimation, the study sample
is population-specific (i.e., mostly young White American males). Specifically for the
clavicles, the authors developed a five-phase system (0–4): no union (0), beginning union
with less than one-third of the metaphyseal surface covered (1), active union with
approximately half of the metaphyseal surface covered (2), recent union with more than
three-fourths of the metaphyseal surface covered (3), and complete union (4). McKern
and Stewart (1957) also observed a trend in fusion where the epiphysis begins to fuse in
the center of the metaphysial plate, spreads to the superior margin of the surface, and then
progresses either anteriorly or posteriorly through the period of fusion. They observed the
development of a fissure surrounding the medial surface of the clavicle at the final site of
union. Unattached epiphyses were observed in individuals as old as twenty-two years.
The authors found beginning fusion to occur earlier than previous studies, as early as
eighteen years and then up to twenty-five years. They did not find any cases of complete
union before the age of twenty-three years, and found that most individuals aged twentyfive to thirty years exhibited terminal union, with fissure obliteration occurring in all
individuals aged thirty-one years and older.
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McKern and Stewart’s 1957 work was followed by Szilvássy (1980) that
employed a phasing method developed at the Institute for Forensic Medicine of the
University of Vienna to observe the fusion of medial clavicles of an Austrian population,
marking the first study into medial clavicular fusion in a non-American population. In his
work, 140 clavicles were scored using a three-phase method. Phase 1 involved the
metaphysial surface of the clavicle having a pronounced granular appearance with
indentation of the articular face and horizontal ridges spanning the surface up to about
2 mm from the edge of the surface; phase 2 involved the disappearance of the organized
structure of phase 1, the smoothing of the articular face, and a sharp border line about 1
mm to 2 mm from the edge of the articular face; and phase 3 involved a completely
smooth surface with no visible border line. In his sample, phase 1 occurred in individuals
aged eighteen to twenty years, phase 2 occurred in individuals aged twenty-one to
twenty-five years, and phase 3 occurred in individuals aged twenty-six years and older.
The phases of scoring used in this study can be simplified to no union, partial union, and
complete union, and when compared to previous findings, the age intervals associated
with the development of the epiphysis are consistent (Szilvássy, 1980).
A large study regarding the fusion of the anterior iliac crest and the medial
clavicle was later conducted by Webb and Suchey (1985). The authors utilized a modern
sample of 855 individuals aged eleven to forty years who were autopsied at the
Department of the Chief Medical Examiner/Coroner in 1977 and 1979. This study also
included individuals aged sixteen and under, an age group that was not captured in the
previous studies discussed above. A four-phase system of scoring was used in this work:
nonunion without separate epiphysis, nonunion with separate epiphysis, partial union,
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and complete union. Their study focused on sex-specific and race-specific differences in
fusion, ultimately finding fusion in females to exhibit more variability in the age intervals
associated with each phase of fusion and no significant race-specific variation (Webb &
Suchey, 1985). In this research, males were found:
•

to lack a separate epiphysis as late as twenty-five years of age;

•

have nonunion with separate epiphyses from ages sixteen to twenty-two years;

•

show partial union from ages seventeen to thirty years;

•

and show complete fusion as early as twenty-one years but in the entire
sample at thirty-one years of age.

Females were found:
•

to lack separate ossified epiphyseal flakes until as late as twenty-three years of
age;

•

show nonunion with a separate epiphysis from ages sixteen to twenty-one
years;

•

show partial union from ages seventeen to thirty years;

•

and show complete union in all individuals over the age of thirty-four years
but as young as twenty-one years.

Their estimated age intervals were consistent with the work done by McKern and Stewart
(1957). It is important to note that this study utilized the remains of autopsied individuals
that allowed the authors to consistently determine whether the separate epiphyseal flake
was absent or present. Because the epiphyseal flake is a highly friable skeletal element, it
is unlikely to be preserved in the skeletal record. Thus, relying on the preservation of this
flake makes this method inappropriate for use in the assessment of developmental phases
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in forensic anthropological casework in general (e.g. skeletal remains recovered
outdoors). The persistence of phase 1 of fusion until twenty-five years in males and
twenty-three years in females is also significant, as these ages are high compared to the
age intervals proposed by other studies to encompass the phase of nonunion (Webb &
Suchey, 1985).
Gathering further global traction, research into the fusion of the medial clavicle
was also carried out by MacLaughlin (1990) at the Museu Bocage in Lisbon, Portugal.
This study included thirty-two individuals aged eleven to thirty-nine years who died
between 1918 and 1958. Their five-phase scoring system was the first to utilize the
morphology of the metaphysial surface of the medial clavicle in the differentiation of
stages of fusion: phase 1 included surfaces with distinct ridge and furrow systems; phase
2 included surfaces with less distinct but still present ridge and furrow systems and the
in-filling of the epiphyseal surface; and, phase 3 included surfaces with a still-present yet
indistinct ridge and furrow system and the commencement of fusion onto the diaphysis.
Subsequently, phase 4 included a fused fake with a distinct line and the lack of a ridge
and furrow system; and, phase 5 showed complete epiphyseal union. The authors found:
•

phase 1 to occur in individuals fifteen years of age and younger;

•

phase 2 to occur in individuals aged fifteen to twenty-one years;

•

phase 3 to occur in individuals aged twenty years;

•

phase 4 to occur in individuals aged twenty-four to twenty-seven years;

•

phase 5 to occur in individuals aged twenty-nine years and older.

The age ranges reported in this study may be concise due to the very small sample used,
but overall the intervals are consistent with those found in previous studies.
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Following MacLaughlin’s (1990) study, Black and Scheuer (1996) conducted a
study into the diaphyseal length of the clavicle and the fusion of the medial clavicle
spanning from the early neonatal period to skeletal maturity, including individuals
younger than any previous work. The authors gathered their specimens from four
archaeological collections: 67 individuals from the Spitalfields collection of 18th and
19th century skeletons at the Natural History Museum in London; 33 individuals from the
St. Brides documented collection of skeletons housed within the crypt of the Church of
London; 41 individuals from the Museu Bocage Portuguese documented collection in
Lisbon; and two individuals from the St. Barnabas church in London. In total, the authors
analyzed 143 individuals spanning the ages of one day to thirty years, using sixty-five
post-pubescent individuals for their survey on the fusion of the medial clavicular
epiphysis. The authors employed the five-phase assessment system with attention paid to
the metaphysial surface of the medial clavicle as proposed by MacLaughlin (1990). The
authors (Black & Scheuer, 1996) found:
•

phase 1 occurring in individuals fourteen to seventeen years of age;

•

phase 2 beginning in individuals fifteen to seventeen years of age and
persisting until the age of twenty-one or twenty-two years;

•

phase 3 occurring at ages nineteen and twenty years in the Portuguese sample
and at ages twenty-two and twenty-three years in the Spitalfields and St.
Brides samples;

•

phase 4 occurring in individuals aged twenty-three to twenty-eight years;
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•

phase 5 not occurring before the ages twenty-five or twenty-six years in the
Spitalfields and St. Brides collection and twenty-nine years in the Portuguese
collection.

The authors conclude that the similarity between the Spitalfields and St. Brides
collections versus the divergence of the Portuguese collection is likely due to clinal
variation rate of fusion between the English and Portuguese populations, as the
Londoners were found to reach complete union around four years before the Portuguese
individuals. The authors suggest that this variation is genetically constrained. Black and
Scheuer (1996) also recommend that analysts have previous experience in assessing
vascular activity of the metaphysial surface for accurate differentiation between phases
one and two of their method (Black & Scheuer, 1996).
Schaefer and Black (2005) analyzed the fusion of ten epiphyses from the remains
of individuals who were killed in the Bosnian conflict that spanned from 1992 to 1995.
The authors examined 105 clavicles using the method provided by McKern and Stewart
(1957) with the intention of comparing fusion in the Bosnian male population to the
American Korean War dead population, similarly to the comparison of the English
population to the Portuguese population by Black and Scheuer (1996). Because this
comparison was limited to males, its utility in assessing age of females is minimal. The
authors found:
•

phase 0 was observed in individuals from seventeen to twenty-two years;

•

phase 1 was observed individuals from seventeen to twenty-one years;

•

phase 2 was observed in individuals from eighteen to twenty-six years;

•

phase 3 was observed in individuals from nineteen to twenty-eight years;
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•

phase 4 was observed in individuals from twenty-one to thirty years.

In summation, Schaefer and Black (2005) found fusion to occur one to three years earlier
in Bosnians than in Americans in 100% of cases. Because the Bosnian individuals were
known to be under extreme stress, yet still reached skeletal maturity of the medial
clavicle earlier than the American sample, the authors mirror Black and Scheuer’s (2005)
conclusion that genetics is the main factor causing variability in fusion times between
separate geographic populations.
Following her previous work with the remains of Bosnian individuals, Schaefer
(2008) conducted another epiphyseal study scoring twenty-six epiphyses from a larger
sample of remains. Schaefer examined 233 clavicles from males aged fourteen to thirty
years old using a simplified, three-phase version of McKern and Stewart’s (1957) fivephase system. The three phases were no fusion, fusion in the process of occurring, and
complete fusion with an obliterated epiphyseal line. The author found:
•

individuals aged fourteen to twenty-three years showed no fusion;

•

individuals seventeen to twenty-nine years showed partial fusion;

•

individuals twenty-one to thirty years showed complete fusion of the
epiphysis.

In this sample, the oldest individual showing no fusion was twenty-three, the youngest
individual showing complete fusion was twenty-one, and fusion was found to generally
occur from seventeen to twenty-nine years of age (Schaefer, 2008).
Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) conducted a similar study to Schaefer (2008) in
their use of a three-phase scoring system that was collapsed and simplified from McKern
and Stewart’s (1957) five-phase scoring system. The authors scored 1289 modern
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American individuals from the William F. McCormick Clavicle Collection at the
University of Tennessee and the Hamann-Todd Osteological Collection at the Cleveland
Museum of Natural History. The authors used a Bayesian statistical approach to develop
age intervals associated with each phase in order to eliminate the effects of age mimicry
and developmental outliers on the intervals, and used transition analysis to determine
when the transition from one phase to the next was occurring. The use of Bayesian
statistical methods was essential to the estimation of age intervals that are not skewed by
the developmental outliers seen in previous studies (Webb & Suchey, 1985). In their data
collection, participants were asked to score each clavicle using the five-phase and threephase systems and their analysis was separate for males and females. Age intervals were
developed separately for males and females, with females developing more quickly than
males. Multiple age intervals are provided using 50%, 75%, 90%, and 95% confidence
intervals and are based on the highest posterior density regions from the sample. The
authors were also the first to include examinations of intra- and inter- observer error in
their work, and found that there were fewer differences in the scores assigned by the
observers using the three-phase method, suggesting that the three-phase system is less
subjective than the five-phase system, although the five-phase system is useful in
differentiating between the earliest and latest phases of fusion. The study by LangleyShirley and Jantz (2010) is the first to utilize sophisticated statistical analysis in the
development of their method rather than observed ages. This is an important step towards
meeting Daubert standards of expert testimony admissibility, as the quantification of
methods and the development of error rates is pertinent to conforming to these standards
(Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 1993).
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Age Estimation of the Medial Clavicle Through Histology
Deviating from the trend of studies estimating age from the clavicle using direct
observation of the medial epiphysis, Lee, Jung, Choi, and Kim (2014) attempted to apply
histomorphometric age estimation methods. Histomorphometry involves quantitative
determinations based on the measurable morphology of osteons. This method is useful
because it reduces the subjectivity of the judgements and the experience necessary to
providing accurate assessments when using morphometric methods, as well as in its
applicability to fragmentary remains. Their sample included clavicles from forty-six
dissected Korean individuals. In preparing slides, the authors gathered cross sections of
the bone at the medial end. Three variables were assessed: the ratio of relative cortical
bone area (RCA), osteon population density (OPD), and mean osteon area. From their
analysis using known-age individuals, the authors developed an age-predicting equation
and associated standard error of estimate values using stepwise regression analyses (Lee
et al., 2014).
Age = 1.412 - 0.282 (RCA) + 2.519 (OPD)

Age Estimation of the Medial Clavicle Through Radiography
Schmeling et al. (2004) pioneered the investigation of medial clavicle age
estimation from living individuals using anteroposterior radiography. This somewhat
controversial direction of research became necessary due to the rise in border crossing of
young individuals without proper documentation. Age estimation of living individuals is
necessary when undocumented individuals are subject to criminal proceedings, and thus
it must be determined as to whether or not that individual has reached the age of majority
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when deciding if the individual should be charged as an adult or a juvenile in court.
Schmeling et al. (2004) assessed 699 X-rays of non-German nationals without
identification taken in Berlin from 1995 to 2000. Their scoring system included five
phases: incomplete ossification of the epiphyseal center, ossified without epiphyseal
cartilage ossification, partial cartilage ossification, full cartilage ossification, and fusion
without a visible scar. The authors did not observe any individuals with clavicles at
phases one or two due to the small size of their population, they found no significant
differences between left and right clavicle fusion rate, and they found significant
differences between fusion rates of males and females at phase 3, with females
progressing to phase 3 at least one year earlier than males. The authors provide a table,
segregated by sex, showing the minimum to maximum ages for each stage of fusion and
the median age and standard deviation from the median for each stage of fusion
(Schmeling et al., 2004).
Garamendi, Landa, Botella, and Alemán (2010) conducted a similar study to
Schmeling et al. (2004), focusing on a Spanish population for comparison with the
previously utilized sample from Berlin. The authors describe the guidelines set forth by
the 2000 Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Forensische Altersdiagnostik der Deutschen
Gesellschaft für Rechtsmedizin for determining age for criminal purposes, which includes
radiographs of the left hand or dentition, and a radiograph or CT of the medial clavicle.
The sample in this study involved 123 Spanish individuals between the ages of five and
seventy-five years, utilizing anteroposterior radiographs taken of the medial clavicle and
the costal cartilage of the first rib. Garamendi et al. (2010) adopted Schmeling et al.’s
(2004) scoring method, adding a phase 0 to the method which corresponded with no
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ossification of the epiphyseal center, thus resulting in a six-phase method of scoring.
Mirroring the work of Garamendi et al. (2010), the authors provide minimums,
maximums, medians, averages, and standard deviations for each phase of fusion, but do
not control for sex because they found no significant differences between males and
females. The authors also discuss the difficulty in using anteroposterior radiography, as
the overlap of other anatomical structures obscures the medial clavicular epiphysis. While
their findings suggest that this method is useful, they stress the importance of using
statistical information to highlight the variability of these methods in criminal
proceedings (Garamendi et al., 2010).
Bhise, Chavan, Chikhalkar, and Nanandkar (2012) then investigated living age
estimation from the medial clavicle using anteroposterior radiographs taken from
199 individuals aged three to twenty-five years in Mumbai, India. The authors applied the
five-phase scoring system proposed by McKern and Stewart (1957) in their data
collection. The authors found epiphysial appearance to occur at ages fifteen and sixteen
years. In males, they found union to occur at around twenty-three or twenty-four years of
age, with their earliest observed union at twenty-one years. In females, they found union
to occur at around twenty-one or twenty-two years of age, with their earliest observed
union at twenty years (Bhise et al., 2012). This correlates with the findings of many
previous studies that showed fusion occurring earlier in females than in males.
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Age Estimation of the Medial Clavicle Through Computed Tomography and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging
Moving away from radiographic imaging techniques, Kreitner, Schweden,
Riepert, Nafe, and Thelen (1998) conducted an early study into the use of CT scanning in
estimating age of living individuals from the medial clavicle. The authors assessed spiral
CT scans taken between 1989 and 1997 from 380 patients, aged thirty years or younger,
who had no history of bone development disorders. Because the CT scans utilized in this
study were previously taken, the scans had slice thicknesses varying from 1 mm to 8 mm.
A four-phase scoring method was used to assess the epiphysis: nonunion without
ossification of the epiphysis, nonunion but with detectable ossification of the epiphysis,
partial union, and complete union of the ossified epiphysis with the clavicular
metaphysis. The results showed:
•

phase 1 was found to occur in individuals up to the age of sixteen years;

•

phase 2 was found in individuals ranging from eleven to twenty-two years old;

•

phase 3 was found in individuals ranging from sixteen to twenty-six years old;

•

phase 4 was found in individuals over twenty-two years of age, with 100% of
individuals over the age of twenty-seven showing complete union.

No significant differences due to sex or side were found (Kreitner et al., 1998).
In order to remedy the issue of superimposition of anatomical features obscuring
the medial clavicular epiphysis in anteroposterior radiographs, Schulz et al. (2005)
conducted a continuation of the study conducted by Schmeling et al. (2004), applying
their method of phasing clavicles but using CT scans instead. Their purpose mirrored that
of previous studies, focusing on age estimation of living individuals without
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identification in order to determine criminal culpability. Their sample included 556 CT
scans taken of patients aged fifteen to thirty years without relevant diseases from 1997 to
2003 using 7 mm to 8 mm slide thickness. The authors employed the five-phase scoring
system as proposed by Schmeling et al. (2004). No difference was found between left and
right clavicles, but significant differences between males and females were observed at
phase 2, with females reaching this phase on average of eight months before males,
leading the authors to assess the sexes separately. The authors provide a table including
the statistical parameters for ossification in years and by sex for phases two through five
(Schulz et al., 2005).
Because they suspected that the slice thickness used in the previous CT study of
the fusion of the medial clavicle by Schultz et al. (2005) was contributing to the
variability in their results, Kellinghaus, Schulz, Vieth, Schmidt, and Schmeling (2010)
conducted a continuation of previous research using a slice thickness of 0.6 mm to 1.5
mm. Smaller slice thickness will increase detail and misidentification of phase due to the
partial volume effect, or the loss of clarity due to limited resolution of images. The
authors viewed 502 multidetector computed tomography scan images of individuals aged
ten to thirty-five years, employing the five-phase method proposed by Schmeling et al.
(2004). The significant difference between male and female rate of fusion at phase 2
found by Schulz et al. (2005) was mirrored in their results, but this sample showed
females reaching phase 2 around eighteen months before males. The differences in
findings of this study are attributed to thinner slices, specifically in differentiating
between phases four and five regarding the presence or absence of the epiphyseal scar.
The authors provide a table including the statistical parameters for ossification in years
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and by sex for phases one through five. Kellinghaus et al. (2010) conclude that a slice
thickness no larger than 1 mm should be utilized in order to make accurate age
estimations from CT scans of the medial clavicle.
Applying another method of imaging to the estimation of age from the medial
clavicular epiphysis, Hillewig et al. (2011) used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to
evaluate fusion. Mirroring previous studies regarding the estimation of age from living
individuals, the authors attribute the necessity of this research to asylum, criminal, and
civil cases requiring age estimation of living individuals without proper documentation to
determine culpability. In their work, the authors compared high resolution 3T MR
imaging to posteroanterior and oblique radiographs of the medial clavicle. The five-phase
method of scoring proposed by Schmeling et al. (2004) was used in their data collection
from 121 individuals aged eleven to thirty years. Regarding the quality of the images
taken, the authors found that the anteroposterior radiographs were sufficient for
examination 68.7% of the time, the oblique radiographs were sufficient 97.5% of the
time, and that the MRIs were sufficient 99% of the time. The authors provide a table
including the mean age and standard deviation of ossification in years for phases one
through five in posteroanterior radiographs, oblique radiographs, and in MRIs separately.
The authors suggest a revision of the five-phase scoring method by removing the
differentiation between complete fusion with and without epiphysial scar (Hillewig et al.,
2011). This seminal study compares different observation methods in assessing fusion of
the medial clavicle. While previous literature discusses the difficulties associated with
anteroposterior radiography, this study quantifies the prevalence of non-observable
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images, thus conforming to the quantification aspects of the Daubert ruling (Daubert v.
Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 1993).
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Conclusion
The fusion of the medial clavicular epiphysis has been researched extensively,
beginning in the early 1920s and extending until today. While the main forensic
application of age estimation from the fusion of the medial clavicle regards the
identification of human skeletal remains, its application has been extended into
estimating age from the medial clavicles of living adults as well. Various methods of
scoring the development of the medial clavicle have been suggested to provide the
greatest accuracy and precision of estimated age intervals as possible, but research has
shown that both simplified and complex scoring systems have useful applications in
different situations (i.e., living versus deceased individuals).
Many methods of observation of the medial clavicle have also been explored,
including observations of the skeletal element directly, histomorphometrically, through
radiograph, through computed tomography scanning, and through magnetic resonance
imaging. While there is a general consensus between direct observation studies regarding
the age intervals that correlate to developmental phases, outliers have been observed and
must be considered. Radiography and computed tomography are useful in assessing
fusion of the medial clavicle for age estimation of living individuals, but superimposition
of skeletal structures in anteroposterior radiography and relatively large slice thicknesses
in CT scans are hinderances of these methods that should be explored in future research.
Methods in age estimation utilizing imaging technology for observation of the
medial clavicular epiphysis are not only pertinent to the estimation of age from living
individuals, but also to age estimation of unidentified skeletonized remains, as they
provide additional evidence regarding the rate of fusion in association with stages of
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development, thus supporting its use in forensic casework (i.e., Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 1993). Moreover, as the literature shows variation between
populations, it is important that population-specific research is conducted regarding the
medial clavicle fusion to ensure that age estimations are accurate within each population.
Overall, the diversity of the methodologies of age estimation from the medial clavicle and
the extensive research into the fusion of the medial clavicular epiphysis show its utility in
forensic casework and within the field of forensics at large.
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods

Sample
This study was conducted at the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA)
Laboratory (Scientific Analysis Directorate) at Offutt Air Force Base, NE using the
remains of U.S. service members housed at the laboratory. The skeletal remains utilized
in this study are from U.S. military personnel who were killed in the sinking of the USS
Oklahoma during the December 7, 1941 attack at Pearl Harbor. The capsizing of the USS
Oklahoma resulted in 429 casualties (Brown, 2019). Many attempts were made to recover
and identify the remains of the individuals lost during this incident, resulting in the early
identification of 35 individuals, and the rest of the population being buried as unknowns
(Brown, 2019). Repeated exhumation and burial of the remains from early attempts at
identification caused the assemblage to become significantly commingled (Brown, 2019).
Due to limitations in forensic anthropological methodology and DNA analysis, further
identification attempts were not made until the exhumation of the remains and the
commencement of the USS Oklahoma Identification Project, which was approved by the
Deputy Secretary of Defense on April 14, 2015 (Brown, 2019).
For this study, clavicles were selected from the commingled assemblage using the
Commingled Remains Analytics (CoRA) web application, which is used to catalogue
commingled remains. Each element is designated by a Central Identification Laboratory
(CIL) case number, a group number, an X-number, and a numerical designator
referencing the region of the body (e.g., CIL 2010-106 G-10 X-101 A601), allowing each
skeletal element within the assemblage to be searched, located, and then pulled from
evidence storage for analysis (Brown, 2019). Additionally, CoRA includes observations
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of each skeletal element taken during the inventory process as the remains were
accessioned into the laboratory (Brown, 2019). Relevant to this study, information
regarding the skeletal element completeness, condition, and the epiphyseal fusion scores
assessed using McKern and Stewart’s (1957) methodology were also recorded (Brown,
2019).
Steps were taken to filter and select the clavicles used in this study:
(1) clavicles that were not associated to an individual, and thus were
unquestionably still housed in the lab, were selected from the list of potential
candidate clavicles;
(2) incomplete clavicles were removed from this list;
(3) those without damage to the medial surface were selected, resulting in a list of
elements fit for examination in this study.
Remains from the USS Oklahoma assemblage are stored in element-specific bags
that are organized by a group number that corresponds to the grave the elements were
associated with. The bags containing unassociated clavicles from each of the groups,
which included clavicles fitting the criteria for use in this study, were selected and the
specified clavicles were selected. This resulted in the creating a relatively stratified
sample of forty-four clavicles with varying phases of fusion. This sample was stratified
based on the five phases of fusion as defined by McKern and Stewart (1957) with nearly
the same number of clavicles exhibiting each phase of fusion. It was not possible for the
sample to be perfectly stratified due to the limited number of available clavicles fitting
the criteria for use in this study. No attention was paid to the siding of the clavicles.
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However, for some elements, there were inconsistencies between observations
provided in CoRA versus what was actually found in the bags. To ensure that forty-four
clavicles could still be utilized in this study, the author selected additional complete
clavicles without significant damage to the medial end that were not initially selected for
use. These clavicles were likely filtered out of the pool because they were not assigned a
fusion phase score in CoRA, although the elements still met the criteria of being
complete with minimal damage to the medial end. This was the most important criteria
for selecting a clavicle for the study.
Due to the nature of this collection, it was not possible to have specimens that had
no taphonomic modification. For this assemblage, the taphonomic history of the skeletal
remains from death to examination is complex and includes: a traumatic death event,
submersion in a marine environment, multiple burials and exhumations, attempts at
identification of the remains, and cemetery modification. Additionally, remains were
exposed to extensive oil spillage in the waters of Pearl Harbor prior to their recovery.
This exposure resulted in many of the remains of the U.S. service members being heavily
stained and saturated with various petroleum products. While the individuals were buried
as “Unknowns,” the remains were also subjected to the natural taphonomic processes
associated with cemeteries. Some of the alterations observed in this assemblage include
cortical flaking, warping, staining, and coffin wear (Pokines & Symes, 2014). While
many of the selected clavicles did show evidence of some or all of these taphonomic
alterations, attention was paid to ensure that the medial epiphyses were not damaged or
degraded to the point that the stage of epiphyseal fusion was indiscernible.
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Participants
Participants were laboratory personnel with varying levels of osteological or
forensic anthropological experience: three participants with no osteological experience
and three participants with extensive osteological experience. Participants who fell within
the no osteological experience group were laboratory personnel who do not work directly
with human skeletal remains and the group of participants with extensive osteological
experience was compromised of forensic anthropologists employed by the laboratory. All
three of the experienced participants held master’s degrees in anthropology with less than
five years of professional experience. Two of the experienced participants had experience
working with 3D scans of skeletal remains and one of the inexperienced participants had
experience working with 3D scanning but not including skeletal remains.

Validation Setup and Procedures
Upon pulling the elements from evidence storage, each of the clavicles had a tag
tied onto them. This tag held information relevant to the laboratory, including either
DNA sampling information or numerical designator information for processing within the
laboratory. As no information regarding the epiphysial fusion scoring of the element was
included, this tag was left intact and an alphabetical designator was adhered to each tag
for the tracking purposes of this study. The alphabetical designators were letters from A
to Z and AA to RR, and given to each clavicle at random. The clavicles were stored on a
table in the laboratory where each of the participants was able to access them. They were
laid in rows with the medial end facing left for uniformity and so that the participants
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without osteological training could easily identify the medial portion of each of the
clavicles.
2D images and 3D scans of the medial clavicles were taken in concordance with
the forensic imaging guidelines outlined in DPAA Laboratory Manual, SOP 3.1 (last
revised 3 October 2019). The 2D images of the clavicles consisted only of the medial
surface of the element, shot against a black background that was free of stains, dirt, and
particles (DPAA Laboratory Manual, SOP 3.1). In collecting photographs of the
clavicles, the lateral end of each clavicle was adhered to a stationary surface using utility
wax and black velvet fabric was draped around the clavicle so that only the medial-most
surface was visible. A system using two movable light-sources was used to introduce
oblique lighting to the clavicles for photography. The photographs were taken using a
Canon E0S Rebel T5i camera with a Canon 18-55mm lens and a Bencher Copymate II
copy stand to introduce oblique light to the medial surface. Images were shot in RAW
format. The photographs were then converted from the RAW format to JPEG format
using Adobe Bridge software. Examples of the images are depicted for each phase of the
five-phase scoring method in Figures 1 through 51. The images of the clavicles were
labeled according to the alpha designators. The imagery was stored on the secure
laboratory network on the Common drive. Once on the network, the images could be
accessed by each of the participants from their individual computer workstations. A
network pathway was provided to each of the participants for ease in locating the folder
of images.

1

The Laboratory Director granted permission for the use of the photographs in this work.
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Figure 1. Photograph of a medial clavicle exhibiting no fusion. Scale is in centimeters.

Figure 2. Photograph of a medial clavicle exhibiting beginning fusion. Scale is in centimeters.
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Figure 3. Photograph of a medial clavicle exhibiting active fusion. Scale is in centimeters.

Figure 4. Photograph of a medial clavicle exhibiting recent fusion. Scale is in centimeters.
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Figure 5. Photograph of a medial clavicle exhibiting complete fusion. Scale is in centimeters.

The 3D scans of the clavicles were done of the entire skeletal element for
documentation purposes. The scans were taken using an Artec Space Spider scanner and
were processed using a Dell Alienware portable computer with Artec Studio Professional
software. Each clavicle was secured to a turntable using utility wax at the lateral-most
end of the element. To capture the clavicle’s entire surface, the element was flipped and
secured using the medial-most end of the clavicle. A second scan was taken to include the
previously-obscured lateral end in the 3D rendering of the element. The 3D renderings
were then merged and finalized in the Artec Studio Professional software using the
automatic processing feature. The merging of the two scans of each clavicle sometimes
required some manipulation by the author, as the automatic processing feature was
somewhat inaccurate in this step of the processing, albeit infrequent. This manipulation
involved selecting the multiple corresponding points on the two scans, thus allowing the
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processing feature to accurately correlate the scans and proceed with the remaining steps
of automatic processing. Screen captures of the 3D scans for each phase of the five-phase
scoring method are depicted in Figures 6 through 102. As these were captured using a
MacBook Pro (mac OS Catalina) with Preview version 11.0, the external colored texture
of the scan was not viewable.
The 3D scans were saved as .obj files and labeled using the same alphabetical
designators as the physical clavicles and the 2D images of the clavicles. The scans were
stored on an external hard drive that was easily accessible via the desktop of the Dell
Alienware portable computer. Upon selecting the .obj files, the scans automatically
opened in the Artec Studio Professional software where the participants were able to
manipulate the orientation of the scans, minimize and maximize features of the scans, and
alter the appearance of the scans from texturized to non-texturized. This feature was
important as it removed the surface texture of the scan, which is a layer on the scan
depicting the 2D texture of the physical clavicle, thus allowing the participant to view
only the 3D form of the object.

2

The Laboratory Director granted permission for the use of the screenshots of the 3D scans in this work.
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Figure 6. Screen capture of a 3D scan of a medial clavicle exhibiting no fusion.

Figure 7. Screen capture of a 3D scan of a medial clavicle exhibiting active fusion.
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Figure 8. Screen capture of a 3D scan of a medial clavicle exhibiting advanced fusion.

Figure 9. Screen capture of a 3D scan of a medial clavicle exhibiting recent fusion.
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Figure 10. Screen capture of a 3D scan of a medial clavicle exhibiting complete fusion.

Scoring Methods
Data collection of observations from participants was divided into three
successive phases. Each analyst was given one sheet for recording scores at the beginning
of the trials. These recording sheets were returned to the analyst after the completion of
one scoring trial and then another recording sheet was given to the participant seven days
later, resulting in at least one-week of latency between scoring trials. The scoring sheets
had the alpha designations of the forty-four clavicles listed, with spaces for both
numerical scores and for the participants to list any identifying features used to score
each clavicle (Figure 11). Participants were invited to include feedback regarding their
experience scoring on the back of the sheet, but were not required to do so.
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Figure 11. Data collection form for participants.

Upon beginning their evaluations, each participant was given a brief instructional
document (see Appendix 1) outlining the scoring procedure for this study, the location of
each group of clavicles for scoring within the laboratory, and a simple guide to locating
the medial epiphysis of the clavicle. They were also given a copy of McKern and Stewart
(1957) for reference. Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) was provided as well, as it
includes detailed descriptions and images of each phase of McKern and Stewart’s (1957)
scoring method. Participants analyzed the physical clavicles, the 2D images, and the 3D
scans of the elements at different times, recording their determination of the fusion phase
of each clavicle using the five-phase scoring method by McKern and Stewart (1957).
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The participants with no osteological experience began by analyzing the physical
element, and the three participants with extensive osteological experience began by
analyzing the 3D scans. This differentiation of order of scoring was done to avoid bias
associated with repetition of analysis and thus maintain independence of observations of
each modality necessary for statistical analysis. The following list summarizes each step
taken by the participants:
1. Each participant was given a scoring sheet and asked to score the clavicles
from one of the three modalities. This was to be completed at the participants
earliest convenience and then submitted to the author. Both McKern and
Stewart (1957) and Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) publications were
provided for reference.
2. After one week, each participant was given another scoring sheet and asked to
assess developmental phase again using the same method but from a different
observation modality on the same set of clavicles. This scoring sheet was then
submitted to the author upon completion. Both McKern and Stewart (1957)
and Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) publications were provided.
3. One week later, each participant was asked to perform the same task using the
final observation modality. The scoring sheet was submitted to the author
upon completion. Both McKern and Stewart (1957) and Langley-Shirley and
Jantz (2010) publications were provided.
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Intraobserver Error
Replicability of fusion status of a single observer for each observational modality
was also assessed. This involved the author scoring eight of the forty-four clavicles from
all modalities three times, with one week between each trial. The selection of these
clavicles was done by the author, who had extensive osteological experience but no
professional anthropological experience, by choosing two clavicles exhibiting each of
McKern and Stewart’s (1957) five phases of fusion. Eight of these ten clavicles were then
randomly selected for the intraobserver error trials. The use of eight instead of ten
clavicles was done to reduce the bias of the author as the author was both selecting the
clavicles based on their development and then scoring the clavicles.

Collapsing
Only phase of fusion was considered in this study, without attention to associated
estimated age intervals. Analysis of the observations also included a collapsing of
McKern and Stewart’s (1957) five-phase system into the three-phase system proposed by
Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010), consisting of the phases “unfused,” “fusing,” and
“fused,” to analyze the difference in error between the two phasing systems. This was
done through combining McKern and Stewart’s (1957) phases of “beginning fusion,”
“active fusion,” and “recent fusion” into the one generalized phase of “fusing” (LangleyShirley & Jantz, 2010).
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Statistical Analysis
Intraobserver variance was estimated using a two-way mixed effects model
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) with absolute agreement. The ICC measures the
proportion of the variance that is attributable to object measurements, that is, the
reliability of the author’s scoring of each modality (physical clavicles, photographs, and
3D scans) through three repeated trials. (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). Significance of
agreement for all ICC estimations was based on parameters outlined in Koo and Li
(2016). These statistical analyses were conducted using both the five-phase method of
scoring as suggested by McKern and Stewart (1957) and the three-phase collapsed
method of scoring as suggested by Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010). SPSS Edition
26.0.0.1 was used to run these tests.
Absolute differences for each modality using each method of scoring were
calculated for the pooled group of observers and then split into the inexperienced and
experienced groups, following Langley-Shirley & Jantz (2010). These differences
illustrate the error rate for each method of scoring using each modality. When the pooled
group of observers is split into the experienced and inexperienced groupings, the relative
error rates reflect whether experience affects accuracy. The relative error rates also reflect
whether the five-phase or three-phase method of scoring results in lower error rates. In
comparing the error rates when observing photographs and 3D scans, one can determine
which modality results in lower error rates.
The number of differences greater than one phase for each modality using each
method of scoring were calculated for the pooled group of observers and then separately
for the inexperienced and experienced groups. This analysis further explores the effects
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of collapsing the five-phase method into the three-phase method. If the collapsing of the
five-phase method into three phases results in significantly less differences greater than
one phase, it can be inferred that the inconsistencies fell within the three middle phases of
the five-phase method.
Observer agreement of developmental stage between observations of the physical
remains and each digital modality was estimated using weighted kappa (Cohen, 1968).
Weighted kappa was used over standard ICC analysis because this test accounts for the
ordinality of data. This test was conducted for pooled observer groups and then for each
observer group to account for the effect of observer experience. Standard error and 95%
confidence intervals were also evaluated. Results were interpreted using the levels of
reliability as discussed by Landis and Koch (1977). SPSS Edition 26.0.0.1 was used to
run these tests.
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Chapter 4: Results

Intraobserver Error
The intraobserver variance was estimated using a two-way mixed effects
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) with absolute agreement. The ICC, level of
reliability3 and 95% confidence interval for each modality are reflected in Table 1 and
illustrated in Figure 12. The p-values in these tests were all 0, showing that results were
reliable and that the data fit the model well. The intraobserver agreement was generally
high (Good to Excellent). The 95% confidence intervals were relatively large for the 3D
scans; however, the reliability is still Good. Overall, scoring the medial clavicle using
photographs and 3D scans is reliable, with photographs having Excellent reliability and
3D scans having Good reliability.
Physical 5-phase
Physical 3-phase
Photographs 5-phase
Photographs 3-phase
3D Scans 5-phase
3D Scans 3-phase

ICC
0.967
1.000
0.920
1.000
0.887
0.851

Reliability
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Good

95% CI
89.8% - 99.3%
76.9% - 98.2%
68.8% - 97.4%
58.7% - 96.5%

Table 1. Intraobserver Error. Intraclass correlation coefficient, level of reliability, and 95%
confidence interval for each modality using both methods of scoring.

3

Values less than 0.5 are indicative of Poor reliability, values between 0.5 and 0.75 are indicative of
Moderate reliability, values between 0.75 and 0.9 are indicative of Good reliability, and values greater than
0.90 are indicative of Excellent reliability (Koo & Li, 2016).
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INTRAOBSERVER ERROR
1
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5

5-phase
3-phase
Physical Clavicles

5-phase
3-phase
Photographs

5-phase
3-phase
3D Scans

Figure 12. Intraclass correlation coefficient point values with the 95% confidence interval
reflected in the error bars. Note the values on the y-axis begin with 0.5.

Absolute Differences
The absolute differences in the scores of the physical clavicles versus both the
photographs and the 3D scans were evaluated to determine what modality resulted in
scores that were the most consistent with the scores given to the physical clavicles. These
differences were counted for all participants, and then split into the groupings of
experienced and inexperienced participants to illustrate how experience affects
consistency. The absolute differences when using a five-phase scoring method are shown
in Tables 2 and 3 and when using a three-phase scoring method are shown in Tables 4
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and 5. The percentages of absolute differences from each grouping of observers using
each modality are depicted in Figure 13. Overall, the data show there was a much higher
consistency when using the three-phase method, meaning the three-phase method is less
subjective.

Pooled
Inexperienced
Experienced

Absolute
Differences
107
70
37

Total Number
of Scores
264
132
132

Percent
Differences
40.5%
53.0%
28.0%

Table 2. Number of absolute differences between scores of physical clavicles and of photographs
using the five-phase method of scoring for pooled, inexperienced, and experienced participants.

Pooled
Inexperienced
Experienced

Absolute
Differences
104
60
44

Total Number
of Scores
264
132
132

Percent
Differences
39.4%
45.5%
33.3%

Table 3. Number of absolute differences between scores of physical clavicles and of 3D scans
using the five-phase method of scoring for pooled, inexperienced, and experienced participants.

Pooled
Inexperienced
Experienced

Absolute
Differences
51
27
24

Total Number
of Scores
264
132
132

Percent
Differences
19.3%
20.5%
18.2%

Table 4. Number of absolute differences between scores of physical clavicles and of photographs
using the three-phase method of scoring for pooled, inexperienced, and experienced participants.

Pooled
Inexperienced
Experienced

Absolute
Differences
50
17
33

Total Number
of Scores
264
132
132

Percent
Differences
18.9%
12.9%
25.0%

Table 5. Number of absolute differences between scores of physical clavicles and of 3D scans
using the three-phase method of scoring for pooled, inexperienced, and experienced participants.
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25.0%

5-Phase
3-Phase

12.9%

18.2%

20.5%

18.9%

19.3%

28.0%

33.3%

39.4%

40.5%

45.5%

53.0%

PERCENT ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES

PHOTOGRAPHS

3D SCANS

POOLED

PHOTOGRAPHS

3D SCANS

INEXPERIENCED

PHOTOGRAPHS

3D SCANS

EXPERIENCED

Figure 13. Absolute differences in scores between scores of physical clavicles and of photographs
and 3D scans for pooled, inexperienced, and experienced participants.

Differences Greater Than One Phase
The number of scoring differences greater than one phase were counted to
investigate the effects of collapsing the middle three phases of the five-phase method of
scoring into one phase in the three-phase method. These results reflect how frequently the
absolute differences greater than one score fell in the middle three phases of the fivephase scoring method. The results when comparing the scores of the physical clavicles
and photographs and the physical clavicles and the 3D scans are shown in Tables 6 and 7,
respectively. The percentages of differences greater than one phase are reflected in Figure
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14. The larger change in score differences greater than one phase between the five-phase
method and the three-phase method in the inexperienced group shows the inexperienced
group had differences greater than one phase in the middle three phases of the five-phase
method. This means that collapsing the five-phase method into the three-phase method
reduces the subjectivity of the three middle phases of the five-phase method.

Pooled
Inexperienced
Experienced

Differences
for 5-phase

Differences
for 3-phase

24
14
10

4
1
3

Total
number of
scores
264
132
132

%
differences
5-phase
9.1%
10.6%
7.6%

%
differences
3-phase
1.5%
0.8%
2.3%

Table 6. Number of differences greater than one phase between physical clavicles and
photographs using the five-phase and the three-phase method of scoring. Percent differences for
each method of scoring.

Pooled
Inexperienced
Experienced

Differences
for 5-phase

Differences
for 3-phase

18
5
13

2
0
2

Total
number of
scores
264
132
132

%
differences
5-phase
6.8%
3.8%
9.9%

%
differences
3-phase
0.8%
0.0%
1.5%

Table 7. Number of differences greater than one phase between physical clavicles and 3D scans
using the five-phase and the three-phase method of scoring. Percent differences for each method
of scoring.
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6.8%

7.6%

9.1%

9.9%

10.6%

PERCENT DIFFERENCES GREATER THAN
ONE PHASE

5-Phase

1.5%

0%

0.8%

0.8%

1.52%

2.3%

3.8%

3-Phase

PHOTOGRAPHS

3D SCANS

POOLED

PHOTOGRAPHS

3D SCANS

INEXPERIENCED

PHOTOGRAPHS

3D SCANS

EXPERIENCED

Figure 14. Percent differences greater than one phase between scores of physical clavicles and of
photographs and 3D scans for pooled, inexperienced, and experienced participants.

Weighted Kappa
The weighted kappa was estimated for each grouping of participants for each
modality using both the five-phase method of scoring and the collapsed three-phase
method of scoring. The p-values in these tests were all 0, showing that results were
reliable and that the data fit the model well. From these data, the frequency of consistent
scores between physical clavicles and photographs or 3D scans was determined. The
weighted kappa, level of agreement4, standard error, and 95% confidence intervals for the
4

Values less than .20 are indicative of Slight agreement, values between .21 and .40 are indicative of Fair
agreement, values between .41 and .60 are indicative of Moderate agreement, values between .61 and .80
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pooled grouping of observers, the inexperienced observers, and the experienced observers
when assessing the photographs are presented in Tables 8, 9, and 10, respectively, and
when assessing the 3D scans are presented in Tables 11, 12, and 13, respectively. These
data are then illustrated in Figures 15, 16, and 17 for comparison. Overall, the results
show the experienced participants were more consistent in scoring using both the fivephase and the three-phase method for each modality and that the scores using the threephase method were better overall. This data also illustrates that the scores of the
photographs were more consistent in the experienced group and the scores of the 3D
scans were more consistent in the inexperienced group.
Photographs

5-phase Method
3-phase Method

Weighted
Kappa
0.619
0.621

Level of
Agreement
Substantial
Substantial

Standard
Error
0.036
0.049

95% CI
54.8% - 69.0%
52.5% - 71.8%

Table 8. Weighted kappa, level of agreement, standard error, and 95% confidence interval for the
pooled group scoring photographs.

5-phase Method
3-phase Method

Weighted
Kappa
0.392
0.214

Level of
Agreement
Fair
Fair

Standard
Error
0.056
0.096

95% CI
28.2% - 50.0%
2.5% - 40.2%

Table 9. Weighted kappa, level of agreement, standard error, and 95% confidence interval for the
inexperienced group scoring photographs

5-phase Method
3-phase Method

Weighted
Kappa
0.753
0.727

Level of
Agreement
Substantial
Substantial

Standard
Error
0.043
0.054

95% CI
66.8% - 83.9%
62.1% - 83.3%

Table 10. Weighted kappa, level of agreement, standard error, and 95% confidence interval for
the experienced group scoring photographs.

are indicative of Substantial agreement, and values between .81 and 1.0 are indicative of Perfect agreement
(Landis & Koch, 1977).
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3D Scans

5-phase Method
3-phase Method

Weighted
Kappa
0.650
0.641

Level of
Agreement
Substantial
Substantial

Standard
Error
0.034
0.047

95% CI
58.2% - 71.7%
54.8% - 73.3%

Table 11. Weighted kappa, level of agreement, standard error, and 95% confidence interval for
the pooled group scoring 3D scans.

5-phase Method
3-phase Method

Weighted
Kappa
0.511
0.430

Level of
Agreement
Moderate
Moderate

Standard
Error
0.055
0.114

95% CI
40.4% - 61.8%
20.6% - 65.5%

Table 12. Weighted kappa, level of agreement, standard error, and 95% confidence interval for
the inexperienced group scoring 3D scans.

5-phase Method
3-phase Method

Weighted
Kappa
0.707
0.660

Level of
Agreement
Substantial
Substantial

Standard
Error
0.045
0.055

95% CI
61.8% - 79.6%
55.2% - 76.8%

Table 13. Weighted kappa, level of agreement, standard error, and 95% confidence interval for
the experienced group scoring 3D scans.
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WEIGHTED KAPPA
POOLED GROUP
1
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0.1
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5-phase
3-phase
3D Scans

Figure 15. Weighted kappa and 95% confidence interval for the pooled group of participants for
both modalities. Weighted kappa point values with the 95% confidence interval reflected in the
error bars.
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WEIGHTED KAPPA
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Photographs

5-phase
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3D Scans

Figure 16. Weighted kappa and 95% confidence interval for the inexperienced group of
participants for both modalities. Weighted kappa point values with the 95% confidence interval
reflected in the error bars.
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0.6
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Photographs
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Figure 17. Weighted kappa and 95% confidence interval for the experienced group of participants
for both modalities. Weighted kappa point values with the 95% confidence interval reflected in
the error bars.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

Intraobserver Error
The intraobserver error, estimated using a two-way mixed effects model interclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) with absolute agreement, measures the reliability of the
author’s scoring of the physical clavicles, photographs, and 3D scans over the span of
three repeated trials. Some bias may have been introduced due to the author randomly
selecting the clavicles that were used in these trials because they were selected from a
stratified sample of ten clavicles. Only eight clavicles were scored in these trials so some
memory of the previous scores given to each clavicle should be expected as well.
The author scored the physical clavicles consistently 89.8% to 99.3% of the time,
the photographs 76.9% to 98.2% of the time, and the 3D scans 68.8% to 97.4% of the
time when using the five-phase method of scoring (Table 1)5. Using the three-phase
method of scoring, the author scored the physical clavicles consistently 100% of the time,
the photographs consistently 100% of the time, and the 3D scans consistently 58.7% to
96.5% of the time (Table 1). From the ICC point estimates (see Table 1), there was more
consistency in scoring the physical clavicles and the photographs using the three-phase
method, and the 3D scans using the five-phase method, but the overlap in the 95% CIs
shows that this difference is negligible. The larger 95% CI for the 3D scans for both
methods of scoring shows that this modality resulted in more variable scores than the
others. Overall, there is Excellent reliability in the scores from both the physical clavicles
and the photographs using both methods of scoring, and Good reliability in the scores

5

The Tables and Figures referenced in this chapter can be found in Chapter 4: Results.
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from the 3D scans using both methods of scoring, meaning that the analysis of
developmental phase from a photograph is more reliable than the analysis of
developmental phase from a 3D scan.

Absolute Differences
From evaluation of the absolute differences of the tests, we can interpret the
relative consistency of the modalities and the method of scoring. When using the fivephase method of scoring, the pooled group of participants scored the physical clavicles
and the photographs differently 40.5% of the time, and while using the three-phase
method, only 19.3% of the time (Figure 13). Similarly, the same group scored the
physical clavicles and the 3D scans differently 39.4% of the time using the five-phase
method and 18.9% of the time using the three-phase method (Figure 13). Overall, without
focusing on experience, this shows that scores using both digital modalities (3D scans
and photographs) will be consistent with the physical clavicles ~60% of the time when
using the five-phase method of scoring and ~80% of the time when using the three-phase
method. This clearly shows that the three-phase method of scoring results in observations
that are more consistent between the physical clavicles and the digital modalities than the
five-phase method. This does not give any insight into whether the photographs or the 3D
scans produce more consistent scores, though, as these interpretations are relative to the
experience level of the observer.
In the inexperienced group of participants, the physical clavicles and the
photographs were scored differently 50.03% of the time using the five-phase method and
20.45% of the time using the three-phase method (Figure 13). This group scored the
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physical clavicles and the 3D scans differently 45.45% of the time using the five-phase
method and 12.88% of the time using the three-phase method (Figure 13). As the scores
of the physical clavicles were only consistent with the photographs and 3D scans ~47%
and ~55% of the time, respectively, using the five-phase method, the digital modalities of
scoring may not be suited for inexperienced observers. The scores of the physical
clavicles were consistent with the photographs and 3D scans ~80% and ~87% of the time,
respectively using the three-phase method. This shows that inexperienced observers
produce more consistent scores from the digital modalities when using the three-phase
method, therefore the three-phase method of scoring is more suitable for inexperienced
observers. As scores of the 3D scans were more consistent than the scores of the
photographs by about ~8%, 3D scans are a more reliable modality for inexperienced
observers.
The experienced group of participants produced the most consistent scores
between the physical clavicles and the digital modalities. The physical clavicles were
scored differently from the photographs and the 3D scans 28.0% and 33.3% of the time,
respectively, using the five-phase method and 18.2% and 25.0% of the time, respectively,
using the three-phase method (Figure 13). Accordingly, scores of the physical clavicles
were consistent with scores of the photographs and 3D scans ~72% and ~67% of the
time, respectively, using the five-phase method, and ~82% and ~75% of the time using
the three-phase method. This shows that the experienced group was more consistent in
their scoring of the physical clavicles and the digital modalities than the inexperienced
group, especially when using the five-phase method of scoring. Inversely from the
inexperienced group, the experienced group was more consistent in scoring the
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photographs than the 3D scans using both methods of scoring. This may suggest that
experienced observers should have training in 3D scan interpretation and manipulation
before being tasked with scoring from this modality.
In comparing the difference in consistency using the five-phase method and threephase method between the inexperienced and experienced groups, inferences about the
effects of collapsing the five-phase method into the three-phase method can be drawn.
This is because the three-phase method involves collapsing the middle three phases of the
five-phase method into one phase. The inexperienced group was ~33% more consistent in
scoring using the three-phase method for both modalities. The experienced group was
~9% and ~8% more consistent in scoring the photographs and the 3D scans using the
three-phase method, respectively. The greater increase in consistency between the fivephase and the three-phase method in the inexperienced group shows that the collapsing of
the middle three phases of the five-phase method greatly reduced absolute differences,
and thus that many of their absolute differences were between the middle three phases of
fusion. As there was less of an increase in consistency between the five-phase method
and the three-phase method in the experienced group, their absolute differences were
less-centered around the middle three phases of fusion. Overall, the increase in
consistency from the five-phase method to the three-phase method in both groups shows
that the three-phase method is more suitable for scoring the medial clavicle from digital
modalities, and that the three-phase method is less subjective, which is consistent with
the results found by Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010).
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Differences Greater Than One Phase
The analysis of the differences greater than one phase provides further insight into
how collapsing of the five-phase method into a three-phase method affects the
consistency of scoring between the physical clavicles and the digital modalities. For the
pooled group, the differences greater than one phase were reduced from 9.1% to 1.5%
when scoring photographs and from 6.8% to 0.8% when scoring 3D scans (Figure 14).
For the inexperienced group, the differences greater than one phase were reduced from
10.6% to 0.8% when scoring photographs and from 3.8% to 0% when scoring 3D scans
(Figure 14). For the experienced group, the differences greater than one phase were
reduced from 7.6% to 2.3% when scoring photographs and from 9.9% to 1.5% when
scoring 3D scans (Figure 14). As the differences greater than one phase were reduced
more substantially when collapsing the five-phase method into the three-phase method in
the inexperienced group, this shows that inexperienced observers were scoring differently
between the physical clavicles and the digital modalities by more than one phase almost
solely in the middle three phases of the five-phase method. This further supports that the
three-phase method is more reliable and less subjective overall, and for inexperienced
observers especially. This also supports that the inexperienced participants were more
consistent in scoring the 3D scans while the experienced participants were more
consistent in scoring the photographs.

Weighted Kappa
The analysis of the weighted kappa reveals general observer agreement (Fair to
Substantial agreement) of developmental stage between observation of the physical
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remains and the digital modalities. In the pooled group of participants scoring the
photographs, the weighted kappa was estimated to be 0.619 and 0.621 when using the
five-phase and three-phase methods, respectively (Table 8). These are both considered
Substantial agreement between the physical clavicles and the photographs. Taking into
account the 95% CIs, observer agreement was 54.8% to 69% for the five-phase method
and 52.5% to 71.8% for the three-phase method (Table 8). Between the physical clavicles
and the 3D scans, the weighted kappa was estimated to be 0.650 and 0.641 for the fivephase and the three-phase methods, respectively (Table 11). The 95% CI was 58.2% to
71.7% for the five-phase method and 54.8% to 73.3% for the three-phase method (Table
11). The overlap in the 95% CIs in both modalities for each method of scoring
demonstrates that the differences between the modalities and the scoring methods are
negligible. As both the analyses of the absolute differences and the differences greater
than one phase have showed that the inexperienced and experienced groups produced
very different results, the pooled group is not very relevant.
For the inexperienced group scoring the photographs, the weighted kappa was
estimated to be 0.392 and 0.214 for the five-phase and three-phase methods, respectively,
showing Fair agreement between the modalities (Table 9). The 95% CIs were 28.2% to
50% and 2.5% to 40.2% for the five-phase and three-phase methods, respectively (Table
9). When scoring the 3D scans, the weighted kappa was estimated to be 0.511 and 0.430
for the five-phase and the three-phase methods, respectively, showing Moderate
agreement between the modalities (Table 12). The 95% CIs were 40.4% to 61.8% and
20.6% to 65.6% for the five-phase and three-phase methods, respectively (Table 12). In
this group, the weighted kappa point estimates were higher for the five-phase method
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than the three-phase method when observing both modalities, suggesting that the fivephase method is more reliable. When taking the 95% CIs into account, though, there is
great overlap between the two methods, meaning that the difference in observer
agreement between the two methods is not substantial. There was also more observer
agreement in scoring the 3D scans than the photographs using both methods of scoring
based off of the weighted kappa point estimates. There is overlap in the 95% CIs between
observations of the photographs and 3D scans, but the increase from Fair agreement in
the photographs to Moderate agreement in the 3D scans is relevant and thus supports that
the inexperienced observers were more consistent in scoring the 3D scans than the
photographs.
For the experienced group scoring the photographs, the weighted kappa was
estimated to be 0.753 and 0.727 for the five-phase and three-phase methods, respectively,
showing Substantial agreement between the modalities (Table 10). The 95% CIs were
66.8% to 83.9% and 62.1% to 83.3% for the five-phase and three-phase methods,
respectively (Table 10). When scoring the 3D scans, the weighted kappa was estimated to
be 0.707 and 0.660 for the five-phase and the three-phase methods, respectively, showing
Substantial agreement between the modalities (Table 13). The 95% CIs were 61.8% to
79.6% and 55.2% to 76.8% for the five-phase and three-phase methods, respectively
(Table 13). Consistent with the inexperienced group, the kappa point estimate was higher
for the five-phase method than the three-phase method, suggesting greater observer
agreement when using the five-phase method. In comparing the methods of scoring,
though, there is substantial overlap between the 95% CIs, making this difference
negligible. Inversely to the inexperienced group, the kappa point estimates for
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consistency in scores using the 3D scans were lower than those using photographs,
suggesting that observing photographs produced more consistent results. The weighted
kappa point estimates for each modality are very close and the 95% CIs greatly overlap,
though, showing that the difference between modalities is negligible.
The results show that the experienced group is more consistent than the
experienced group overall. Not only are all of the point estimates higher in the
experienced group, but the 95% CIs are also narrower in the experienced group than the
inexperienced group, showing that the experienced group produced less-variable results
throughout. The results of the experienced group are the most relevant to conducting
remote analyses of skeletal remains because the individuals conducting these analyses
would be experienced in forensic analysis. The results wholly supports the necessity for
observers to be experienced. In the remote analysis of the fusion of the medial clavicular
epiphysis, an experienced observer will score a photograph consistently with the physical
clavicle 66.8% to 83.9% of the time (Table 10), and a 3D scan consistently with the
physical clavicle 61.8% to 79.6% of the time (Table 13) when using the five-phase
method of scoring as proposed by McKern and Stewart (1957). The same experienced
observer will score a photograph consistently with the physical clavicle 62.1% to 83.3%
of the time (Table 10), and a 3D scan consistently with the physical clavicle 55.2% to
76.8% of the time (Table 13) when using the collapsed three-phase method of scoring as
proposed by Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010). While there is some difference in
agreement between both the modalities and the method of scoring used, there is
Substantial agreement overall.
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Participant Response and Influence
The participants were each given the option of giving feedback on their
experience scoring from each modality. All three of the experienced participants and one
inexperienced participant provided responses. From these responses, it was clear that the
participants were most comfortable scoring the physical clavicles. Both the photograph
modality and the 3D scan modality were reported to have some issues. One of the
experienced participants suggested that having both the 3D scans and the photographs
would be preferable when scoring the clavicles using digital modalities.
Few observations were given regarding the participants experiences scoring the
physical clavicles, which is to be expected as this is the control modality. One
experienced participant stated they were most confident scoring the physical clavicles,
and that this trial took the least amount of time. They also stated they had difficulties in
distinguishing between phase 4 and phase 5. Another experienced participant suggested
that using a pen light would make scoring the physical clavicles easier.
The experienced participants had alternate opinions on the photograph modality,
two stating that it was easier than the 3D scans and one stating that it was harder. Two of
the participants suggested that scoring the photographs would be easier if there was also a
side-view of the medial clavicle, which is likely because this would allow easier
visualization of the fusion scar.
One experienced participant stated that the 3D scans were easier to score than the
photographs and two stated that the photographs were easier to score. Three participants
(two experienced and one inexperienced) were concerned that the 3D scans were dark
when viewed with texture as this darkness obscured minute details of the element’s
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texture and made scoring difficult. Two experienced participants further noted that lighter
colored bone was easier to score. As the participants were given the option to remove the
texture of the scan, all of the participants who responded stated that this was helpful. One
experienced participant stated that this option was necessary, and one stated that
sometimes even this was not enough to provide the necessary depth visualization for
scoring. Difficulty in distinguishing between fusion scar and taphonomy was also stated.
One experienced participant stated that they were not comfortable in scoring from this
modality.
As most of the feedback was regarding the 3D scans, it can be inferred that this
modality was the most difficult to score. The concerns regarding the darkness of the
remains was expected due to the taphonomic history of the USS Oklahoma assemblage
and resultant petroleum staining present on many of the clavicles. As the scanner takes
quick, successive images of the object using repeated flashes, it is possible that the flash
reflected off of the oil stains. This likely made it difficult to see minute details of texture
and obscured the differing depths on the medial surface. The difficulties noted by the
participants are reflected in the results as the experienced group was less consistent in
scoring the 3D scans than the photographs. Because the experienced participants are
familiar with the taphonomic condition of the USS Oklahoma remains, it is possible that
they were biased in their observations in that they were hyper-focused on determining
what was taphonomy and what was not, leading them to score the 3D scans less
consistently. Insight given by the participants would be valuable in developing future
research into the utility of using photographs and 3D scans to assess stage of fusion and
remote forensic analysis methods overall.
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The previous experience of each of the participants likely affected the results of
this study as well. As each of the experienced participants did not hold doctoral degrees,
were not board certified, and did not have more than five years of experience working as
a professional anthropologist, it would be interesting to explore the relative consistency
in scores produced by anthropologists at different levels in their careers. Further, as three
of the participants, two experienced and one inexperienced, had previously worked with
3D scans, it is possible that their scores influenced the results. Although two of the
experienced participants had experience working with 3D scans of human skeletal
remains, this group still produced less consistent scores from the 3D scans than from the
photographs. The inexperience analyst with experience using 3D scanning is likely to
have benefitted from her previous experience during scoring, but as the two other
inexperienced analysts had no experience working with 3D scanning, it is unlikely that
this participant’s experience skewed the results substantially. Regardless, it is important
that the effects of experience working with 3D scans on the consistency in scores
produced from 3D scans is explored.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
This research introduced quantified measurements of the reliability of scoring the
fusion of the medial clavicle using photographs and 3D scans. This included
interpretations regarding the reliability of repeated scores of the physical elements,
photographs, and scans; the relevance of the experience level of the participants; the
relative reliabilities of photographs and 3D scans of the medial clavicle; and the relative
reliabilities of the five-phase method as proposed by McKern and Stewart (1957) and the
collapsed three-phase method proposed by Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010). If
techniques such as this are to be applied to current medicolegal casework, there is
opportunity to quicken the process of identifying recovered remains by providing
preliminary analyses of the biological profile of the deceased before the remains reach
the laboratory, thus making it possible for the investigating agency to save time and
money. This research also supports the utility of using digital 3D archives of remains for
future study and biological profile estimations, thus vastly expanding the availability of
human remains for research and making research collections more accessible.

Interpretations
The intraobserver error evaluation estimated the reliability of the scores of the
fusion of medial clavicles when using the physical clavicles, photographs, and 3D scans
of eight clavicles over three repeated trials. It was found that there was Excellent
reliability in the scores from the physical clavicles and the photographs when using both
the five-phase and the three-phase methods of scoring. There was Good reliability in the
scores from the 3D scans when using both methods of scoring. This demonstrates that
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scores from photographs are more consistent with scores of the physical clavicles than
the scores from the 3D scans are.
The relative consistency between the modalities using both methods of scoring
were evaluated from the number of absolute differences. The inexperienced group of
participants was found to score the photographs differently from the physical clavicles
50.0% of the time using the five-phase method and 20.5% of the time using the threephase method. This group was also found to score the 3D scans differently from the
physical clavicles 45.5% of the time using the five-phase method and 12.9% of the time
using the three-phase method. In comparison, the experienced group of participants was
found to score the photographs differently from the physical clavicles 28.0% of the time
using the five-phase method and 18.2% of the time using the three-phase method. The
same group was found to score the 3D scans differently from the clavicles 33.3% of the
time using the five-phase method and 25.0% of the time using the three-phase method.
The results of the absolute differences analysis shows that experience is relevant to the
consistency of scores made from the digital modalities as the experienced group produced
fewer absolute differences in all tests. The results also show that the three-phase method
results in fewer absolute differences in scores, meaning that this method is more reliable.
Finally, the inexperienced group was found to produce fewer absolute differences when
scoring the 3D scans than the photographs, while the experienced group produced fewer
absolute differences when scoring the photographs. Thus, inexperienced analysts will
produce more consistent scores from the 3D scans and experienced analysts will produce
more consistent scores from the photographs.
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The relative reliability was further investigated through the evaluation of the
number of differences greater than one phase. The inexperienced participants produced
differences greater than one phase 10.6% of the time using the five-phase method and
0.76% of the time using the three-phase method when scoring the photographs. This
group produced differences greater than one phase 3.8% of the time using the five-phase
method and 0% of the time using the three-phase method when scoring the 3D scans. The
experienced participants produced differences greater than one phase 7.6% of the time
using the five-phase method and 2.3% of the time using the three-phase method when
scoring the photographs. This group produced differences greater than one phase 9.9% of
the time using the five-phase method and 1.5% of the time using the three-phase method
when scoring the 3D scans. The results of this analysis shows that the inexperienced
group produced more differences greater than one phase when using the five-phase
method, but the experienced group produced more of these differences when using the
three-phase method. Thus, the inexperienced group was scoring the physical clavicles
differently by greater than one phase from the digital modalities in the middle three
phases of the five-phase method that were collapsed into one phase in the three-phase
method. This further supports that the three-phase method of scoring is less subjective
and more reliable.
The general observer agreement of developmental phase between observations of
the physical remains and the digital modalities was analyzed using weighted kappa tests.
The inexperienced group showed Fair agreement between the scores of the physical
clavicles and the photographs using both the five-phase and the three-phase methods of
scoring, with 95% CIs of 28.2% to 50.0% and 2.5% to 40.2%, respectively. This group
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showed Moderate agreement between the scores of the physical clavicles and the 3D
scans using both the five-phase and three-phase methods of scoring, with 95% CIs of
40.4% to 61.8% and 20.6% to 65.6%, respectively. In comparison, the experienced group
showed Substantial agreement between the scores of the physical clavicles and the
photographs using both the five-phase and three-phase methods of scoring, with 95% CIs
of 66.8% to 83.9% and 62.1% to 83.3%, respectively. This group also showed Substantial
agreement between their scores of the physical clavicles and the 3D scans using both the
five-phase and the three-phase methods of scoring, with 95% CIs of 61.8% to 79.6% and
55.2% to 76.8%, respectively. While in most instances, the weighted kappa point
estimates for the five-phase method of scoring were found to be higher than those of the
three-phase method, the substantial overlap between 95% CIs shows that this difference
is negligible. Overall, the experienced group showed considerably more consistency in
their scores from the digital modalities, supporting the claim that experience level is
relevant to the reliability of scores produced from photographs and 3D scans. The tighter
95% CIs in the experienced group also supports this claim, as this shows that the
experienced participants produced fewer variable results.

Future Directions
In future iterations of this research, a sample of clavicles without extensive
petroleum-based staining should be utilized to determine if this staining played had any
role in making the 3D scans difficult to score. A study using a sample population of
remains from individuals of known age is also necessary, as this would produce ageranges associated with the scores of the medial clavicles from both of the digital
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modalities. Research such as this should also be applied to the estimation of age from
other skeletal elements, such as the pubic symphysis, in order to further explore the use
of digital technology in conducting remote forensic skeletal analysis. Other aspects of
biological profile estimation using digital imagery should also be explored, such as
whether or not it is possible to assess ancestry from the morphology of the cranium or sex
from the morphology of the os coxae. There are boundless opportunities for research into
the utility of digital imagery in the assessment of the biological profile from human
skeletal remains, and this research is pertinent the technological advancement of the field.

Summary
This research is in support of the utility of age estimation from the medial
clavicular epiphysis using digital modalities. Overall, the results show that experienced
observers will produce the most reliable scores of the medial clavicle from photographs
using the three-phase method of scoring as proposed by Langley-Shirley and Jantz
(2010). This supports the hypotheses that increased experience will result in more reliable
scores, and that the three-phase method of scoring is less subjective than the five-phase
method of scoring. The data did not support the hypothesis that 3D scans will produce
more reliable scores, but rather showed photographs will produce more reliable scores.
According to the findings from this study, in general, it is possible to conduct a remote
forensic analysis of age from the medial clavicular epiphysis. In doing so, it is important
that the analyst is experienced in forensic anthropological techniques, and that the
appropriate method of scoring and digital modality is used. In this case, photographs and
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the three-phase method of scoring as proposed by Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) will
produce the most reliable scores of the phase of fusion of the medial clavicle.
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Appendix A: Instructions
Thank you all so much for agreeing to participate in the trials of my master’s
thesis research. As you all know, you will be participating in a study that aims to explore
the utility of 3D scans and 2D images in assessing the stage of fusion of the medial
clavicular epiphysis. This study involves two groups of people: three individuals with
extensive training in forensic anthropological methods and three individuals without
training in these methods. I will be providing thorough instruction so that all participants
can equally understand the process.
You will be assessing the fusion of the medial clavicular epiphysis. This epiphysis
is important in the assessment of age from skeletonized human remains due to it being
highly detailed and having delayed fusion. Figure 1. shows an image of the clavicle with
the flattened medial end labeled with a red arrow for ease in identifying the feature of the
skeletal element.

Figure 1. The clavicle, with the medial end highlighted by a red arrow.

This trial process will consist of three phases. Each phase will consist of scoring
44 clavicles from one mode of viewing. The modes are the physical clavicles, 2D images,
and 3D renderings. After you complete a round of scoring from one mode of viewing,
please turn in your scoring sheets to me and I will provide you with a new sheet 14 days
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after the first round of scoring. Your next scoring session can then occur at your earliest
convenience. Participants with extensive training will begin by scoring the 3D
renderings, then will score the 2D images, and will conclude by scoring the physical
clavicles. Participants with no training will begin by scoring the physical clavicles, then
will score the 3D renderings, and will conclude by scoring the 2D images. I have changed
the order of viewing for each group to reduce repetition bias.
•

The physical clavicles are located on the 60-minute table near the evidence
room.

•

The 2D images can be found on the network following the pathway
“Individual Working Documents – 19. Case Coordination – Ghannam – “USS
OK Clavicles for scoring” and can be viewed from any computer with
network access.

•

The 3D renderings can only be viewed on the laptop used for 3D scanning in
the main lab. The scans are saved on an external hard drive labeled
“GHANNAM” which should be connected to the laptop. If the hard drive is
missing, please find me and I will set it up for you. There is a shortcut on the
desktop labeled “S. Ghannam” and the scans are located in the folder “USS
OK Clavicles for scoring.” When selecting the scan to view, please open the
lettered folder and select the “.obj” file. This file will open in 3D
scanning/viewing software and the renderings can be manipulated to rotate or
magnify the medial clavicle. Before beginning to score the 3D renderings,
please feel free to come to me for a tutorial on how to use this software.
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On the scoring sheets, please fill out your level of experience, the date of scoring,
the mode of viewing, and the number of the trial you are completing (1-3). The clavicles
are labeled with letters that correspond to the letters listed on the scoring sheet. Please
provide the score given to the stage of fusion of the medial clavicle and if you would like,
any features you used to score the fusion of the medial clavicle. The phases are defined in
both McKern and Stewart (1957) and in Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) which will be
provided to you.
The method of scoring to be used in these trials was proposed by McKern and
Stewart in 1957. The phases of fusion are (1) no union, (2) beginning union, (3) active
union, (4) recent union, and (5) complete union. Please score the clavicles using these.
Because the images and descriptions in the McKern and Stewart (1957) document lack
clarity, Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) is also being provided because the authors
thoroughly describe and illustrate the phases of fusion described by McKern and Stewart
(1957). Please refer to the paragraph beginning with “The five phases of McKern and
Stewart’s system are…” on page 573 of Langley-Shirley and Jantz (2010) for
descriptions of the phases of fusion. Figures 1 through 6 depict the five phases of fusion
in ascending order from phase 1 to 5 for your reference. The end of the paragraph
discusses a three-phase scoring method, please disregard this as I will be taking this into
account after the completion of your trials.
A sincere thank you to each of you again for agreeing to participate in this
research and donate your valuable time to my study. Please feel free to come to me with
any questions you have during this process. I look forward to sharing the results with
you!

